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In�nitely Virtual Introduces Hosting Plan
Pricing for Thomson Reuters CS Suite
In�nitely Virtual recently released several new products this past spring and solidi�ed
its position among the fastest growing cloud server providers, according to Host
Review. In early June, the company released In�niteApp QuickBooks.
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Extending its momentum in the cloud-hosted accounting market, Infinitely Virtual has

introduced new hosting plans around Thomson-Reuters’ popular CS Professional Suite

(http://bit.ly/1Nh9crb), an industrial strength, fully integrated family of applications that

serves the accounting industry and corporate clients alike.

 

Infinitely Virtual recently released several new products this past spring and solidified its

position among the fastest growing cloud server providers, according to Host Review.  In

early June, the company released InfiniteApp QuickBooks. Using Windows 2012 R2,

InfiniteApp QuickBooks establishes a new industry standard for both pricing and

functionality.  Monthly plans are available for as low as $17/user, compared to $55/user

for competing products.  InfiniteApp QuickBooks plans max out at $22/user.
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Available for an estimated 30 percent less than the current industry benchmark, Infinitely

Virtual-hosted Thomson Reuters CS Professional Suite consists of the accounting

profession’s most integrated, most sophisticated suite of tax and accounting software,

including tax prep and planning, accounting, practice management, payroll, research,

and more.  Created by accountants for accountants, the suite delivers a superior level of

workflow integration, comprehensive thought leadership offerings, and link to expert

content and insight power smoother workflows, more informed decisions, improved client

service, and better results for tax and accounting firms of all sizes.

 
“With InfiniteApp QuickBooks, we reinvigorated the QuickBooks hosting market, and

we’re now doing the same thing with Thomson Reuters CS Professional Suite,” said Adam

Stern, CEO, Infinitely Virtual.  “This is premium accounting hosting without the premium

price tag, and with the added benefit of maximum flexibility.   CS Professional Suite is a

tremendous package, and now organizations can cloud-enable the full gamut of other

essential applications alongside it.  We’ve invested resources in training and support

personnel to ensure an optimum experience for every user.”        

 

Powering Infinitely Virtual hosting is the company’s proprietary Enterprise Virtualization

Environment (E.V.E.) , which achieves 100 percent uptime.  Every server is protected by

VMware HA Clustering, SAN Clustering and a “redundant everything” architecture. 

Infinitely Virtual ensures the fastest possible performance with dynamic host load

balancing and dynamic storage load balancing.

 

Pricing for Premium Accounting Hosting ranges from $60 to $100 per user, per month. 

For additional information, visit Infinitely Virtual.
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